Abstract. Let A be a unital associative algebra over a field k. All unital associative algebras containing A as a subalgebra of a given codimension c are described and classified. For a fixed vector space V of dimension c, two non-abelian cohomological type objects are explicitly constructed: AH 2 A (V, A) will classify all such algebras up to an isomorphism that stabilizes A while AH 2 (V, A) provides the classification up to an isomorphism of algebras that stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V . A new product, called the unified product, is introduced as a tool of our approach. The classical crossed product and its generalizations such as Brzeziński's product and the twisted tensor product of algebras are special cases of the unified product. Several examples are given for flag extending structures over an arbitrary base field, including those of characteristic two.
Introduction
The extension problem at the level of unital associative algebras was initiated by Everett [5] and Hochschild [8] . Rephrased in its full generality, it consist of the following question: let A be an algebra over a field k, E a vector space and π : E → A a k-linear epimorphism of vector spaces. Describe and classify all algebra structures that can be defined on E such that π : E → A is a morphism of algebras. The partial answer to the extension problem was given in [8, Theorem 6.2] : all algebra structures · on E such that W := Ker(π) is a two-sided ideal of null square (that is x · y = 0, for all x, y ∈ W ) are classified by the second Hochschild cohomological group H 2 (A, W ). The elementary way in which we reformulated the extension problem allows us to consider the categorical dual of it. Thus, we arrive at the following question which is the subject of the present paper:
Extending structures problem. Let A be an algebra and E a vector space containing A as a subspace. Describe and classify the set of all algebra structures · that can be defined on E such that A becomes a subalgebra of (E, ·).
If we fix V a complement of A in E then the extending structures (ES) problem can be rephrased equivalently as follows: describe and classify all unital associative algebras containing A as a subalgebra of codimension equal to dim(V ). The ES-problem is the dual of the extension problem and it also generalizes the so-called radical embedding problem introduced by Hall [7] which consists of the following: given a finite dimensional nilpotent algebra A, describe the family of all unital algebras with radical isomorphic to A -for more details see [6] . The ES-problem was introduced and studied at the level of groups in [1] and for Lie algebras in [2] . The ES-problem is a very difficult question: if A = k then the ES-problem asks in fact for the classification of all algebra structures on a given vector space E. For this reason, from now on we will assume that A = k. Regardless of the difficulty of the ES-problem, we can still provide detailed answers to it in certain special cases which depend on the choice of the algebra A and mainly on the codimension of A in E. Moreover, a new class of algebras, which we call flag algebras, appear on the route: these are finite dimensional algebras E for which there exists a finite chain of subalgebras E 0 := k ⊂ E 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ E m := E such that E i has codimension 1 in E i+1 , for all i = 0, · · · , m − 1. All flag algebras of a given dimension can be classified using the method introduced in this paper by a recursive type algorithm in which the key step is the one for codimension 1: the crucial role will be played by the characters of the algebra A and by some twisted derivations of A satisfying certain compatibility conditions. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we fix the notations that are used throughout. In Section 2 we will perform the abstract construction of the unified product A ⋉ V : it is associated to an algebra A, a vector space V and a system of data Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · called an extending datum of A through V . Theorem 2.2 establishes the set of axioms that need to be satisfied by Ω(A, V ) such that A ⋉ V with a certain multiplication becomes an associative unitary algebra, i.e. a unified product. In this case, Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · will be called an algebra extending structure of A through V . We highlight here an important difference between the unified product for algebras and the corresponding unified products for groups [1] or Lie algebras [2] . The construction of the unified product A ⋉ V for algebras requires two more actions ↼ : A×V → A and ⇀ : A×V → V which connects A and V . The two actions are missing in the case of groups because any inclusion of groups H ≤ G has a retraction map which is left H-linear, while in the case of Lie algebras the absence of the two maps is a consequence of the anti-symmetry on the bracket. Now let A be an algebra, E a vector space containing A as a subspace and V a given complement of A in E. Theorem 2.4 provides the answer to the description part of the ES-problem: there exists an algebra structure · on E such that A is a subalgebra of (E, ·) if and only if there exists an isomorphism of algebras (E, ·) ∼ = A⋉ V , for some algebra extending structure Ω(g, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · of A through V . Moreover, the algebra isomorphism (E, ·) ∼ = A ⋉ V can be chosen in such a way that it stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V . Based on this result we are able to give the theoretical answer to the ES-problem in Theorem 2.8: all algebra structures on E containing A as a subalgebra are classified by two non-abelian cohomological type objects which are explicitly constructed. The first one is denoted by AH 2 A (V, A) and will classify all such structures up to an isomorphism that stabilizes A. We also indicate the bijection between the elements of AH 2 A (V, A) and the isomorphism classes of all extending structures of A to E. Having in mind that we want to extend the algebra structure on A to a bigger vector space E this is in fact the object responsible for the classification of the ES-problem. If V = k n , the object AH 2 A (k n , A) classifies up to an isomorphism all algebras which contain and stabilize A as a subalgebra of codimension n. Hence, by computing AH 2 A (k n , A), for a given algebra A, we obtain important information regarding the classification of finite dimensional algebras. On the other hand, in order to comply with the traditional way of approaching the extension problem, we also construct a second classifying object, denoted by AH 2 (V, A), which provides the classification of the ES-problem up to an isomorphism of algebras that stabilizes A and co-stabilize V . Thus, the object AH 2 (V, A), whose construction is simpler than the one of AH 2 A (V, A), appears as a sort of dual of the classical Hochschild cohomological group. There exists a canonical projection AH 2 (V, A) ։ AH 2 A (V, A) between these two classifying objects. Section 3 deals with several special cases of the unified product and we emphasize the problem for which each of these products is responsible. Let i : A ֒→ E be an inclusion of algebras. Corollary 3.1, Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.5 give necessary and sufficient conditions for i to have a retraction which is a left/right A-linear map, an A-bimodule map and respectively an algebra map. In the latter case, the associated unified product has a simple form which we call the semidirect product by analogy with the group and Lie algebra case since it describes the split monomorphisms in the category of algebras. We also show that the classical crossed products [13] , Brzezinski's product [3] or the Ore extensions are all special cases of the unified product. Definition 3.6 introduces a new concept, namely the matched pair of two algebras A and V . As a special case of the unified product, we define the bicrossed product A ⊲⊳ V associated to a matched pair of algebras. Even if the definition differs from the one given in the case of groups or Lie algebras, Corollary 3.7 shows that it plays the same role, namely it provides the tool to answer the factorization problem for algebras. The end of the section deals with the commutative case: in this case the unified product and its axioms simplify considerably.
Computing the classifying objects AH 2 A (V, A) and AH 2 (V, A) is a highly nontrivial problem. In Section 4 we shall identify a way of computing both objects for what we have called flag extending structures of A to E as defined in Definition 4.1. All flag extending structures of A to E can be completely described by a recursive reasoning where the key step is the case when A has codimension 1 as a subspace of E. This case is solved in Theorem 4.4, where AH 2 A (k, A) and AH 2 (k, A) are described. The key players in this context are the so-called flag datums of an algebra A introduced in Definition 4.2: in the definition of a flag datum two characters of the algebra A are involved as well as two twisted derivations satisfying certain compatibility conditions. Theorem 4.4 proves itself to be efficient for the classification of all flag algebras. Corollary 4.5 classifies and counts the number of types of isomorphisms of algebras of dimension 2 over an arbitrary field k. By iterating the algorithm, we can increase the dimension by 1 at each step, obtaining in this way the classification of all flag algebras in dimension 3, 4, etc. (see Theorem 4.10 for dimension 3). We mention that all classification results presented in this paper are over an arbitrary field k, including the case of characteristic 2 whose difficulty is illustrated.
Preliminaries
For two sets X and Y we shall denote by X ⊔ Y the coproduct in the category of sets of X and Y , i.e. X ⊔ Y is the disjoint union of X and Y . All vector spaces, linear or bilinear maps are over an arbitrary field k. A map f : V → W between two vector spaces is called the trivial map if f (v) = 0, for all v ∈ V . By an algebra A we mean an unital associative algebra over k. However, when the algebras are not unital it will be explicitly mentioned. All algebra maps preserve units and any left/right A-module is unital. Alg (A, k) denotes the space of all algebra maps A → k. For an algebra A we shall denote by A M A the category of all A-bimodules, i.e. triples (V, ⇀, ⊳) consisting of a vector space V and two bilinear maps ⇀ :
then the trivial extension of A by V is the algebra A × V , with the multiplication given for any a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V by:
Let A be an algebra, E a vector space such that A is a subspace of E and V a complement of A in E, i.e. V is a subspace of E such that E = A + V and A ∩ V = {0}. For a linear map ϕ : E → E we consider the diagram:
where π : E → V is the canonical projection of E = A + V on V and i : A → E is the inclusion map. We say that ϕ : E → E stabilizes A (resp. co-stabilizes V ) if the left square (resp. the right square) of diagram (1) is commutative.
Two algebra structures · and · ′ on E containing A as a subalgebra are called equivalent and we denote this by (E, ·) ≡ (E, · ′ ), if there exists an algebra isomorphism ϕ : (E, ·) → (E, · ′ ) which stabilizes A. The algebra structures · and · ′ on E are called cohomologous and we denote this by (E, ·) ≈ (E, · ′ ), if there exists an algebra isomorphism ϕ : (E, ·) → (E, · ′ ) which stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V , i.e. diagram (1) is commutative. Then ≡ and ≈ are both equivalence relations on the set of all algebra structures on E containing A as a subalgebra and we denote by Extd (E, A) (resp. Extd ′ (E, A)) the set of all equivalence classes via ≡ (resp. ≈). Extd (E, A) is the classifying object for the ES problem: by explicitly computing Extd (E, A) we obtain a parametrization of the set of all isomorphism classes of algebra structures on E which contain and stabilize A as a subalgebra. Extd ′ (E, A) gives a more restrictive classification of the ES problem, similar to the approach used in the case of the extension problem. Any two cohomologous algebra structures on E are of course equivalent, hence there exists a canonical projection Extd ′ (E, A) ։ Extd (E, A).
Unified products for algebras
In this section we shall give the answer to the ES-problem by explicitly constructing two cohomological type objects which will parameterize Extd (E, A) and Extd ′ (E, A). First we introduce the following: Definition 2.1. Let A be an algebra and V a vector space. An extending datum of A through V is a system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · consisting of six bilinear maps
The extension datum Ω(A, V ) is called normalized if for any x ∈ V we have:
Let Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · be an extending datum. We denote by A ⋉ Ω(A,V ) V = A ⋉ V the vector space A × V together with the bilinear map • defined by:
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . The object A ⋉ V is called the unified product or the dual Hochschild product of A and Ω(A, V ) if it is an associative algebra with the multiplication given by (3) and the unit (1 A , 0 V ). In this case the extending datum Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · is called an algebra extending structure of A through V . The maps ⊳, ⊲, ↼ and ⇀ are called the actions of Ω(A, V ) and f is called the cocycle of Ω(A, V ).
The multiplication given by (3) has a rather complicated formula; however, for some specific elements we obtain easier forms which will be useful for future computations:
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . In particular, for any a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V we have:
The next theorem provides the necessary and sufficient conditions that need to be fulfilled by an extending datum Ω(A, V ) such that A ⋉ V is a unified product. 
(2) The following compatibilities hold for any a, b ∈ A, x, y, z ∈ V :
Before going into the proof of the theorem, we have a few observations on the compatibilities in Theorem 2.2. Although they look rather complicated at first sight, they are in fact quite natural and can be interpreted as follows: (A2) measures how far (V, ·) is from being an associative algebra and is called the twisted associativity condition. The compatibility condition (A3) is a 2-cocycle type condition. (A5) and (A8) are deformations of the usual module conditions and they can be called twisted module conditions for the actions ↼ and ⊲. (A4), (A6), (A7), (A9), (A10) and (A12) are compatibility conditions between the actions (⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀) of Ω(A, V ). They will be used in the next section as a definition for the notion of matched pair of algebras.
Proof. We can easily check that (1 A , 0 V ) is a unit for the multiplication given by (3) if and only if the extending datum Ω(A, V ) is normalized. The rest of the proof relies on a detailed analysis of the associativity condition for the multiplication given by (3):
where a, b, c ∈ A and x, y, z ∈ V . Furthermore, since in A ⋉ V we have (a, x) = (a, 0) + (0, x) it follows that (10) holds if and only if it holds for all generators of A ⋉ V , i.e. for the set {(a, 0) | a ∈ A} ∪ {(0, x) | x ∈ V }. However, since the computations are rather long but straightforward we will only indicate the main steps of the proof. We will start by proving that (A2) and (A3) hold if and only if (10) holds for the triple (0, x), (0, y), (0, z) with x, y, z ∈ V . Indeed, we have:
Therefore, (A2) and (A3) hold if and only if (10) holds for the triple (0, x), (0, y), (0, z) with x, y, z ∈ V . In the same manner we can prove the following: (A4) and (A5) hold if and only if (10) holds for the triple (a, 0), (0, x), (0, y) with a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V . Furthermore, (10) From now on, an algebra extending structure of A through a vector space V will be viewed as a system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · satisfying the compatibility conditions (A1)-(A12). We denote by AE(A, V ) the set of all algebra extending structures of A through V . Example 2.3. We provide the first example of an algebra extending structure and the corresponding unified product. More examples will be given in Section 3 and Section 4.
Let Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · be an extending datum of A through V such that ⊲, ↼ and · are the trivial maps. Then, Ω(A, V ) is an algebra extending structure of A through V if and only if (V, ⇀, ⊳) ∈ A M A and the following compatibilities are fulfilled:
for all a ∈ A, x, y and z ∈ V . In this case, the associated unified product A ⋉ V has the multiplication defined for any a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V by:
that is, A ⋉ V is a cocycle deformation of the usual trivial extension of A by V , dual to the one considered in [8] .
Let Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · ∈ AE(A, V ) be an algebra extending structure and A ⋉ V the associated unified product. Then the canonical inclusion
is an injective algebra map. Therefore, we can see A as a subalgebra of A ⋉ V through the identification A ∼ = i A (A) = A × {0}. Conversely, we have the following result which provides the answer to the description part of the ES-problem:
Theorem 2.4. Let A be an algebra, E a vector space containing A as a subspace and * an algebra structure on E such that A is a subalgebra in (E, * ). Then there exists an algebra extending structure Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · of A through a subspace V of E and an isomorphism of algebras (E, * ) ∼ = A ⋉ V that stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V .
Proof. Since k is a field, there exists a linear map p :
for any a ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . We shall prove that
an algebra extending structure of A through V and
is an isomorphism of algebras that stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V . Instead of proving the compatibility conditions (A1)-(A12), which require a very long and laborious computation, we use the following trick combined with Theorem 2.2: ϕ : A × V → E, ϕ(a, x) = a + x is a linear isomorphism between the algebra (E, * ) and the direct product of vector spaces A × V with the inverse given by ϕ −1 (y) := p(y), y − p(y) , for all y ∈ E. Thus, there exists a unique algebra structure on A × V such that ϕ is an isomorphism of algebras and this unique multiplication
, for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . The proof is finished if we prove that this multiplication is the one defined by (3) associated to the system
Indeed, for any a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V we have:
as needed. Moreover, the following diagram is commutative
where π : E → V is the projection of E = A+V on the vector space V and q : A⋉V → V , q(a, x) := x is the canonical projection. The proof is now finished.
Based on Theorem 2.4, the classification of all algebra structures on E that contain A as a subalgebra reduces to the classification of all unified products A ⋉ V , associated to all algebra extending structures Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · , for a fixed complement V of A in E. Next we will construct explicitly the non-abelian cohomological type objects AH 2 A (V, A) and AH 2 (V, A) which will parameterize the classifying sets Extd (E, A) and respectively Extd ′ (E, A). First we need the following: 
Under the above bijection the morphism of algebras ψ = ψ (r,v) :
v) is an isomorphism if and only if v : V → V is an isomorphism and
Proof. For a linear map ψ : A ⋉ V → A ⋉ ′ V which stabilizes A we have ψ(a, 0) = (a, 0) for all a ∈ A. Therefore, ψ is uniquely determined by two linear maps r :
Then, for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V we have ψ(a, x) = (a + r(x), v(x)). Let ψ = ψ (r,v) be such a linear map. We will prove that ψ is an algebra map if and only if the compatibility conditions (M1)-(M6) hold. It is enough to prove that the following compatibility holds for all generators of A ⋉ V :
By a straightforward computation it follows that (11) Assume now that v is bijective. Then ψ (r,v) is an isomorphism of algebras with the inverse given by ψ
for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V . Conversely, assume that ψ (r,v) is bijective. Then v is obviously surjective. Consider now x ∈ V such that v(x) = 0. We obtain ψ (r,v) (0, 0) = (0, 0) = (0, v(x)) = ψ (r,v) (−r(x), x). As ψ (r,v) is bijective we get x = 0. Therefore v is also injective and hence bijective. Finally, it is straightforward to see that ψ co-stabilizes V if and only if v = Id and the proof is now finished.
In order to construct the object that parameterizes Extd (E, A) we need the following: 
for all a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V .
On the other hand, in order to parameterize Extd ′ (E, A) we need the following:
Definition 2.7. Let A be an algebra and V a vector space. Two algebra extending structures Ω(A, 
As a conclusion of this section, the answer to the ES-problem now follows:
Theorem 2.8. Let A be an algebra, E a vector space which contains A as a subspace and V a complement of A in E. Then:
is a bijection between AH 2 A (V, A) and the isomorphism classes of all algebra structures on E that contain and stabilize A as a subalgebra.
(2) ≈ is an equivalence relation on the set AE(A, V ). If we denote by AH
is a bijection between AH 2 (V, A) and the isomorphism classes of all algebra structures on E which stabilize A and co-stabilize V .
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Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 once we observe that Ω(g, V ) ≡ Ω ′ (g, V ) in the sense of Definition 2.6 if and only if there exists an isomorphism of algebras ψ : A ⋉ V → A ⋉ ′ V which stabilizes A. Therefore, ≡ is an equivalence relation on the set AE(A, V ) and the first part follows. In the same way Ω(g, V ) ≈ Ω ′ (g, V ) as defined in Definition 2.7 if and only if there exists an isomorphism of algebras ψ : A ⋉ V → A ⋉ ′ V which stabilizes A and co-stabilizes V and this proves the second part of the theorem.
Special cases of unified products
In this section we deal with several special cases of unified products (explicit examples of unified products will be provided in Section 4). We emphasize the problem for which each of these products is responsible. We use the following convention: if one of the maps ⊲, ↼, f or · of an extending datum is trivial then we will omit it from the system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · .
Relative split extensions and cocycle semidirect products of algebras. We will prove that several special cases of the unified product are responsible for the description of algebra extensions A ⊂ E which split as morphisms of left/right A-modules, A-bimodule or as algebra maps. If A ⊂ E is an inclusion of algebras, then E will be viewed as a left/right A-module via the restriction of scalars: a · x · a ′ := axa ′ , for all a, a ′ ∈ A and x ∈ E. If (V, ⇀, ⊳) ∈ A M A is an A-bimodule, then V × V is viewed as an A-bimodule in the canonical way, i.e. the left (resp. right) action of
for all a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V . Of course, A-bimodules and A-balanced maps f : V × V → A are in bijection to the set of all A-bimodule mapsf : V ⊗ A V → A, where ⊗ A is the tensor product over A.
First, we shall describe extensions of algebras
there exists a left (resp. right) A-module map p : E → A such that p(a) = a, for all a ∈ A.
Corollary 3.
1
. An extension of algebras A ⊂ E has a retraction that is a left (resp. right) A-module map if and only if there exists an isomorphism of algebras
where A⋉V is the unified product associated to an algebra extending structure
Proof. Let A ⋉ V be a unified product associated to Ω(A, V ) ∈ AE(A, V ), for which ↼ is the trivial map. Then the canonical projection p A : A ⋉ V → A is a retraction of the inclusion i A : A → A ⋉ V that is also left A-linear since, using (4), we have:
for all a, b ∈ A, x ∈ V . Conversely, let A ⊂ E be an inclusion of algebras which has a retraction p : E → A that is also a left A-module map. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that the action ↼=↼ p associated to the retraction p is the trivial map since a ↼ x = p(ax) = ap(x) = 0, for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V = Ker(p). Thus, there exists an isomorphism of algebras E ∼ = A ⋉ V , where A ⋉ V is the unified product associated to Ω(A, V ) ∈ AE(A, V ), for which ↼ is the trivial map.
Analogously we can prove that the algebra extensions A ⊂ E that split as right A-module maps are parameterized by the unified products A ⋉ V associated to algebra extending structures Ω(A, V ) ∈ AE(A, V ) for which the action ⊲ : V ×A → A is the trivial map. 2. The second class of split extensions in the sense of Corollary 3.1 are the classical crossed products of algebras [13] . Let A be an algebra, G be a group and α : G → Aut(A), f : G × G → U (A) be two maps. We shall denote by g ⊲ a := α(g)(a), for all g ∈ G and a ∈ A. Let G be a copy as a set of the group G and A 
for all a, b ∈ A and g, h ∈ G. A f α [G] is called the crossed product of A and G if it is an associative algebra with the unit 1 A 1 G . This is equivalent ( [11] , [13] ) to the fact that f (1 G , 1 G ) = 1 A and the following compatibilities hold for any g, h, l ∈ G and a ∈ A:
is isomorphic to a unified product A ⋉ V associated to an algebra extending structure Ω(A, V ) ∈ AE(A, V ) for which the action ↼: A × V → A is the trivial map.
3. Let A be an algebra and (W, 1 W ) a pointed vector space. All algebra structures · on the vector space A⊗W such that (a⊗1 W )·(b⊗w) = ab⊗w, for all a, b ∈ A and w ∈ W and having 1 A ⊗1 W as a unit are fully described in [3, Proposition 2.1]: they are parameterized by the set of all pairs (σ, R) consisting of two linear maps σ : W ⊗ W → A ⊗ W , R : W ⊗ A → A ⊗ W , satisfying a laborious set of axioms. Such an algebra structure, which is a very general construction, is denoted by A⊗ R,σ W and is called the Brzezinski's product; they generalize the twisted tensor product algebras [4] and are classified, up to an isomorphism of algebras that stabilizes A, in [12] . Now, i A : A → A ⊗ R,σ W , i A (a) = a ⊗ 1 W is an injective algebra map which has a retraction that is a left Amodule map. Indeed, let B = {e i | i ∈ I} be a basis in W such that 1 W ∈ B and ε : W → k, ε(e i ) = 1, for all i ∈ I. Then π A : A ⊗ R,σ W → A, π A := Id A ⊗ ε is a left A-linear map and a retraction of i A . Thus,
for an algebra extending structure Ω(A, V ) ∈ AE(A, V ) for which the action ↼: A×V → A is the trivial map.
4. The Ore extensions are also a special case of the unified product; in particular any Weyl algebra is a unified product. Indeed, let σ : A → A be an automorphism of the algebra A, δ : A → A a σ-derivation and A[X, σ, δ] the Ore extension associated to (σ, δ), that is A[X, σ, δ] is the free left A-module having {X n | n ≥ 0} as a basis and the multiplication given by Xa = σ(a)X + δ(a), for all a ∈ A. Then, the canonical embedding Using Corollary 3.1 we can describe the algebra extensions A ⊂ E that admit a retraction p : E → A which is an A-bimodule map. In this case the axioms (A1)-(A12) which describe the corresponding unified products simplify considerably. Indeed, let Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · be an extending datum such that ↼ and ⊲ are both the trivial maps.
Then Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⇀, f, · is an algebra extending structure of A through V if and only if (V, ⇀, ⊳) ∈ A M A is an A-bimodule, f : V × V → A is an A-balanced A-bimodule map and the following compatibilities hold for any a, b ∈ A, x, y, z ∈ V :
A system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⇀, f, · satisfying these compatibilities will be called a cocycle semidirect system of algebras. The unified product associated to a cocycle semidirect system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⇀, f, · will be denoted by A# f V and will be called the cocycle semidirect product of algebras. Explicitly, A# f V = A × V (as vector spaces) with the multiplication given by:
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . Corollary 3.1 provides the following result: [G] as defined in Example 3.2 for which the action α is the trivial action, that is g ⊲ a = a, for all g ∈ G and a ∈ A. In this case the augmentation map π A is also a right A-module map and thus any twisted product A f [G] is isomorphic to a cocycle semidirect product of algebras.
A cocycle semidirect system of algebras Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⇀, f, · for which f is the trivial map is called a semidirect system of algebras. Explicitly, Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⇀, · is a semidirect system of algebras if and only if (V, ⇀, ⊳) ∈ A M A is an A-bimodule, (V, ·) is an associative (not-necessarily unital) algebra and
for all a ∈ A, x, y ∈ V . The cocycle semidirect product of algebras associated to a semidirect system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⇀, · is called the semidirect product of algebras and will be denoted by A#V . This is a classical construction: it appears in an equivalent form in [15, Lemma a, pg. 212]. We call it the semidirect product by analogy with the group and Lie algebra case where the semidirect product describes the split extensions. More precisely, we have:
. An extension of algebras A ⊂ E has a retraction that is an algebra map if and only if there exists an isomorphism of algebras E ∼ = A#V , where A#V is a semidirect product of algebras.
Proof. Indeed, the canonical projection p A : A#V → A, p A (a, x) = a is a retraction of the inclusion i A : A → A#V and an algebra map. Conversely, from Theorem 2.4 it follows that if p : E → A is an algebra map then ⊲ p , ↼ p and f p constructed in the proof are all trivial maps, i.e. the corresponding unified product A ⋉ V is a semidirect product A#V .
Matched pairs, bicrossed products and the factorization problem for algebras. The concept of a matched pair of groups was introduced in [18] (following the concept previously defined by Singer [16] for graded Hopf algebras) while the one for Lie algebras in [10, Theorem 4.1] and independently in [9, Theorem 3.9] . To any matched pair of groups (resp. Lie algebras) a new group (resp. Lie algebra) called the bicrossed product is associated and it is responsible for the so-called factorization problem. Since then, the corresponding concepts were introduced for several types of categories such as groupoids, Hopf algebras, local compact quantum groups, etc. In what follows we will introduce the corresponding notion for associative algebras. First, we set the terminology. If (V, ·) is an associative (not-necessarily unital) algebra, then the concept of left/right V -module or V -bimodule is defined as in the case of unital algebras except of course for the unitary condition. Definition 3.6. A matched pair of algebras is a system (A, V, ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀ consisting of an unital algebra A, a (not-necessarily unital) associative algebra V = (V, ·) and four bilinear maps
is a V -bimodule and the following compatibilities hold for any a, b ∈ A, x, y ∈ V :
We make a few comments on these compatibilities. If we apply (MP2) and (MP3) for a = b = 1 A , we obtain that 1 A ↼ x = 0 and x ⊲ 1 A = 0, for all x ∈ V . The two compatibility conditions together with the unitary condition derived from the fact that (V, ⇀, ⊳) is an A-bimodule show that the system (⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀ is normalized in the sense of Definition 2.1. Similar to the group [1] and Lie algebra [2] case the above axioms can be derived from the ones of an algebra extending structure for which the cocycle f is the trivial map. More precisely, let Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, f, · be an extending datum such that f is the trivial map. Then Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀, · is an algebra extending structure of A through V if and only if (A, (V, ·), ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀ is a matched pair of algebras. In this case, the associated unified product A ⋉ V will be denoted, as in the case of groups, Lie algebras, Hopf algebras, etc. by A ⊲⊳ V and will be called the bicrossed product associated to the matched pair (A, V, ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀ . Thus, A ⊲⊳ V = A × V , as a vector space, with an unital associative algebra structure given by
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . The bicrossed product of two algebras is the construction responsible for the so-called factorization problem, which in the case of associative algebras comes down to: Proof. To start with, it is easy to see that any bicrossed product A ⊲⊳ V factorizes through A ∼ = A × {0} and V ∼ = {0} × V , which are subalgebras in A ⊲⊳ V . Conversely, assume that E factorizes through A and V . Let p : E → A be the k-linear projection of E on A, i.e. p(a + x) := a, for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V . Now, we apply Theorem 2.4 for V = Ker(p). Since V is a subalgebra of E, the map f = f p constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.4 is the trivial map as x · y ∈ V = Ker(p). Thus, the algebra extending structure Ω(A, V ) constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.4 is precisely a matched pair of algebras and the unified product A ⋉ V = A ⊲⊳ V is the bicrossed product of the matched pair (A, V, ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀ .
Let A be a unital algebra and V a (not-necessarily unital) associative algebra. Describe and classify all unital algebras E that factorize through A and V , i.e. E contains
Corollary 3.7 shows that the factorization problem for algebras can be restated in a purely computational manner as follows: Let A and V be two given algebras. Describe the set of all matched pairs of algebras (A, V, ⊳, ⊲, ↼, ⇀ and classify up to an isomorphism all bicrossed products A ⊲⊳ V . A detailed study of this question will be given elsewhere.
The commutative case. The case of commutative algebras needs to be treated distinctly. On the one hand, we obtain from (23) and (24) that a unified product A ⋉ V is a commutative algebra if and only if A is commutative, f : V × V → A, · : V × V → V are symmetric bilinear maps, a ↼ x = x ⊲ a and a ⇀ x = x ⊳ a, for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V . On the other hand, if we look at the construction of the algebra extending structure from Theorem 2.4 in the case when A ⊆ E is an extension of commutative algebras, we also obtain that a ↼ p x = x ⊲ p a and a ⇀ p x = x ⊳ p a for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V . Thus, in the commutative case Definition 2.1 takes the following form:
Definition 3.8. Let A be a commutative algebra and V a vector space. A commutative extending datum of A through V is a system Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, f, · consisting of four bilinear maps
such that f and · are symmetric. Let Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, f, · be a commutative extending datum. Then the multiplication on A ⋉ V = A × V given by (3) takes the form:
for all a, b ∈ A and x, y ∈ V . A ⋉ V is a commutative unified product if it is a commutative associative algebra with the multiplication given by (15) and the unit (1 A , 0 V ). In this case the extending datum Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, f, · is called a commutative algebra extending structure of A through V .
In other words, a commutative algebra extending structure of a commutative algebra A through a vector space V is a commutative extending datum Ω(A, V ) = ⊳, ⊲, f, · satisfying the axioms (A1)-(A12) of Theorem 2.2 in which we replace a ↼ x := x ⊲ a and a ⇀ x := x ⊳ a for all a ∈ A, x ∈ V . That is, the following compatibility conditions hold for any a, b ∈ A, x, y, z ∈ V :
The above axioms are derived from those of Theorem 2.2 by taking into account that A is commutative, f and · are symmetric bilinear maps and a ↼ x = x ⊲ a and a ⇀ x = x ⊳ a for all a ∈ A and x ∈ V . Indeed, as a ↼ x = x ⊲ a and a ⇀ x = x ⊳ a, the normalizing conditions come down to x ⊲ 1 A = 0 while (A1) reduces to (V, ⊳) being an A-module. Moreover, (A4) follows from (A7) by using (x·y)⊲a = (y ·x)⊲a. In the same manner we can derive (A8) out of (A3) by having in mind that (x · y) ⊳ a = (y · x) ⊳ a. (A6) and (A9) can be derived from (A5) by using the commutativity of A, more precisely x⊲ab = x⊲ba. Finally, (A10) comes out of (A4) by having in mind that (x · y) ⊲ a = (y · x) ⊲ a while (A11) follows from (A3) by using (x · y) ⊳ a = (y · x) ⊳ a. Therefore, we are left with the independent set of 6 axioms listed above.
Examples. Flag extending structures
The challenge that remains after providing the theoretical answer to the ES-problem in Theorem 2.8 is a purely computational one: for a given algebra A that is a subspace in a vector space E with a given complement V , we have to compute the classifying object AH 2 A (V, A) and then list all algebra structures on E which extend the one of A. For the sake of completeness, we can also compute the space AH 2 (V, A) . In what follows we provide a way of answering this problem for a large class of such structures. Definition 4.1. Let A be an algebra and E a vector space containing A as a subspace. An algebra structure on E is called a flag extending structure of A to E if there exists a finite chain of subalgebras of E
such that E i has codimension 1 in E i+1 , for all i = 0, · · · , m − 1. An algebra E that is a flag extending structure of k will be called a flag algebra.
In the context of Definition 4.1 we have that dim k (V ) = m, where V is the complement of A in E. All flag extending structures of A to E can be completely described by a recursive reasoning where the key step is m = 1. This step describes and classifies all unified products A ⋉ V 1 , for a 1-dimensional vector space V 1 . Then, by replacing the initial algebra A with such a unified product A ⋉ V 1 , which will be explicitly described in terms of A only, we can iterate the process: after m steps, we obtain the description of all flag extending structures of A to E. A special case of interest for the classification of finite dimensional algebras is the case when A = k, i.e. to classify all m-dimensional flag algebras. First we need to introduce the following concept which plays the key role in the classification of flag extending structures: 
for all a, b ∈ A. We denote by
F (A) can be the empty set: for instance if the algebra A has no characters, like in the case of the matrix algebra A = M n (k), for n ≥ 2. The compatibilities (18) show that d and D are twisted derivations of the algebra A. Applying these compatibilities for 
i.e., A ⋉ (Λ, λ, D, d, a 0 , u) x is the algebra generated by the algebra A and x subject to the relations:
for all a ∈ A.
Proof. We have to compute the set of all bilinear maps ⊳ : 
where ≡ is the equivalence relation on the set F (A) defined as follows:
for all a ∈ A. The bijection between F A)/ ≡ and Extd (E, A) is given by:
x is the algebra defined by (25).
where ≈ is the following relation on the set 
and Ω(A, V ), respectively Ω ′ (A, V ) the corresponding algebra extending structures constructed in the proof of Proposition 4.3. The proof relies on Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 2.8. Since dim k (V ) = 1, any linear map r : V → A is uniquely determined by an element α ∈ A such that r(x) = α, where {x} is a basis in V . On the other hand, any automorphism v of V is uniquely determined by a non-zero scalar q ∈ k * such such v(x) = qx. Based on these facts, a little computation shows that the compatibility conditions from Definition 2.6 and respectively Definition 2.7 take precisely the form given in (1) and (2) above and hence the proof is finished.
Next we will highlight the efficiency of Theorem 4.4 in classifying flag algebras. We start with A = k: by computing AH 2 k (k, k) we will classify in fact all 2-dimensional algebras over an arbitrary field k since any algebra map between two 2-dimensional algebras automatically stabilizes k. Thus the next corollary originates in [14] and [17] , where all 2-dimensional algebras over the field of complex numbers C were classified. By replacing C with an arbitrary field k the situation changes: the number of isomorphism types of 2-dimensional algebras depends heavily on the characteristic of k as well as on the set k \ k 2 , where k 2 = {q 2 | q ∈ k}. First we set the notations which will play the key role in the classification of flag algebras:
If char(k) = 2 and k 2 = k we denote by R ⊆ k \ k 2 a system of representatives for the following new equivalence relation on k \ k 2 : δ ≡ 1 δ ′ if and only if there exists
If char(k) = 2 we also consider the following equivalence relation on k: c ≡ 2 c ′ if and only if there exists α ∈ k such that c − c ′ = α 2 − α. We shall fix T ⊆ k a system of representatives for this relation such that 0 ∈ T .
Based on Theorem 4.4 we can prove the following results that classifies all 2-dimensional algebras over an arbitrary field. Of course, (2) and (3) below are well known results. For (4) and (5) we are not able to indicate a reference in the literature. 
The bijection between k × k/ ≡ and the isomorphism classes of all 2-dimensional algebras is given by (a, b) → k (a,b) , where k (a,b) is the algebra having {1, x} as a basis and the multiplication given by x 2 = a + bx. Theorem 4.4 provides the necessary tool for describing and classifying flag algebras in a purely computational and algorithmic way. Having described all 2-dimensional algebras over arbitrary fields in Corollary 4.5 we can now take a step further and describe all flag algebras of dimension 3, i.e. all algebras E for which there exists a chain of subalgebras
such that dim(E 1 ) = 2. The algebras described in this way will be classified up to an isomorphism that stabilizes E 1 by using Theorem 4.4. First we should notice that since E 1 has dimension 2, it should coincide with one the following algebras: ,1) . Now, the algebra k( √ d) has no characters (i.e. there exist no algebra maps k(
is empty, i.e. there exist no 3-dimensional algebras containing k( √ d) as a subalgebra. Thus, any 3-dimensional flag algebra E has the middle term E 1 isomorphic to k (0,0) , k (0,1) if char(k) = 2 or to k (0,0) , k (c,1) , for some c ∈ T in the case when char(k) = 2. In what follows we describe all 3-dimensional flag algebras E that contain and stabilize k (0,0) as a subalgebra. First, we need to describe the set of all flag datums of the algebra k (0,0) : Lemma 4.6. Let k be a field. Then F (k (0,0) ) is the coproduct of the following sets:
where :
with the bijection given such that the flag datum
Proof. The algebra k (0,0) has only one character, namely the map Λ : k (0,0) → k, defined by Λ(1) = 1 and Λ(x) = 0. A straightforward computation shows that the set F (k (0,0) ) of all flag datums of k (0,0) identifies with the set of all quadruples (D 1 , d 1 , a 01 , u) ∈ k 4 satisfying the following two compatibilities:
Under this bijection the flag datum (Λ, λ, D, d, a 0 , u) associated to the quadruple (D 1 , d 1 , a 01 , u) ∈ k 4 is given by:
A detailed discussion on these coefficients (if a 01 = 0 or a 01 = 0) allows us to write F (k (0,0) ) as the disjoint union of the sets mentioned in the statement.
The next result classifies all 3-dimensional flag algebras that contain and stabilize k (0,0) as a subalgebra. The classification does not depend on the characteristic of the field k. A 0 5 : 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Corollary 4.5. Indeed, in Lemma 4.6 we have described the set of all flag datums F (k (0,0) ). The equivalence relation from Theorem 4.4 takes the following form for each of the sets F i (k (0,0) ), i = 1, 2, 3: 
We can easily show that, regardless of the characteristic of k, the factor set F 2 (k (0,0) )/ ≡ has two elements namely {(0, 0), (0, 1)}. The associated unified products
Suppose first that char(k) = 2. In order to compute the factor set F 1 (k (0,0) )/ ≡ we distinguish two cases. First, if k = k 2 , we can easily show that F 1 (k (0,0) )/ ≡ has two elements namely {(0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)}; the unified products k (0,0) ⋉ (Λ, λ, D, d, a 0 , u) y associated to (0, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 1) are precisely the algebras A 0 4 and A 0 5 . Secondly, if k = k 2 , it is straightforward to see that F 1 (k (0,0) )/ ≡ is precisely the set {(0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)} ∪ {(0, d, 0) | d ∈ S}. Moreover, the unified product associated to (0, d, 0), for some d ∈ S, is the algebra A 0 (d). 2 We recall that
Assume now that char(k) = 2. Then the equivalence relation given by (32) takes the form: 
Next we will classify all flag algebras of dimension 3 that contain and stabilize k (0,1) as a subalgebra: remark that even in characteristic 2 this algebra still exists as an intermediary algebra corresponding to k (c,1) , for c := 0 ∈ T , since we have chosen a system of representatives T which contains 0. First we need the following:
) is the coproduct of the following sets:
Proof. Since x 2 = x it follows that the algebra k (0,1) has only two characters, namely the maps that send x → 0 and respectively x → 1. Thus, in order to compute F (k (0,1) ) we distinguish four cases depending on the characters (Λ, λ). More precisely, F 1 (k (0,1) ) will parameterize all flag datums for which Λ(x) = λ(x) = 0 while F 2 (k (0,1) ) those for which Λ(x) = λ(x) = 1. We are left with two more cases: F 3 (k (0,1) ) (resp. F 4 (k (0,1) )) parameterizes all flag datums for which Λ(x) := 0 and λ(x) = 1 (resp. Λ(x) = 1 and λ(x) = 0). The conclusion follows in a straightforward manner by applying Definition 4.2.
Now we shall classify all 3-dimensional flag algebras that contain and stabilize k (0,1) as a subalgebra. This time, the classification depends heavily on the base field k. Proof. We shall use the description of F (k (0,1) ) given in Lemma 4.8. First of all we remark that, due to symmetry, the unified products associated to the flag datums of F 4 (k (0,1) ) are isomorphic to the ones associated to 
